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PEDRO combines uniform thickness and maximum strength. Constructed with exceptional quali-
ty, PEDRO is non-woven textile. It is made of random man-made fibers that are set with a binder.  It 
expands approximately 25% when wetted with polishing slurry holding flatness.  Vehicles of water, 
mineral oil and other common polishing compound carriers may be used. 

APPLICATION & BENEFITS

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Information included herein was obtained from sources which UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS, INC. believes are reliable and accurate as of the date hereof. However, no representations 
or warranties, either expressed or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or of any other nature are made herein as to the information provided or the product 
to which the information refers. The health and safety precautions contained herein may not be adequate for all individuals and/or situations. It is the user's obligation to evaluate 
and use this product safely and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and application of a product, some of which 
are uniquely within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user's 
method of use or application. UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS, INC. assumes no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product. PEseries/519/TD
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• For Polishing:  Aluminum and light metals, fine particle aluminum oxide in solution. Glass and 
ceramics cerium oxide 1 part to 7 parts water by volume.

Physical ProPerties & availability

Material NoN-WoveN textile color creaM

                 Size
Approx. 

Thickness
Thickness w/ 

FA

Pads/Discs 6” - 36”

.026” .030”
Sheets 54” x 70”

Yardage 50” Width

                      Film Adhesive PEDRO is available with a film adhesive.

• For Stock Removal:  Light applications of diamond compounds may be used with PEDRO 
Film Adhesive (PEFA) alternate material: NYLAP (NPS) keeps diamond compound on the sur-
face whereas it might sink into PEDRO.


